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Corporate performance depends upon customer satisfaction being able to create 
greater value than competition. Therefore, firms need to understand both customers 
and competitors. By understanding competitors, a firm can better predict their 
reaction to any marketing initiative that the firm might make and exploit any 
weaknesses that they might possess. The objective of this paper is to create 
understanding of various competitive marketing strategies such as Build, Hold, Niche, 
Harvest and Divest. Also assessing their suitability and conditions for practicing each 
strategy and strategic focus for each. Success is achieved by choosing a standard 
strategy and following it. Below average performance is associated with failure to 
achieve any of the standard strategies. The result is no competitive advantage, a stuck 
in the middle position that results in lower performance. Firms need to understand the 
generic basis of their success and resists temptations to blur their strategies by making 
inconsistent moves. A focus strategy involves limiting sales volume. Once domination 
of a particular target segment has been achieved by the company that has adopted the 
focus strategy, there may be temptation to move into other segments in order to 
achieve growth with the same competitive advantage.  
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Introduction 

A company can only compete with its rivals buy providing some added value to its 
product. This process, however, has to be continuous or its competitors will catch up 
soon. A firm should also look beyond at the larger market and attempt to determine its 
position there. The golden rule is to keep the customer satisfied and not become 
complacent. In case a company faces a more powerful rival, sometimes it may be 
prudent to minimize its own damages rather than take a confrontation. 

Satisfying customers may not guarantee success. The real question is whether a firm 
can satisfy customers better than its competitors.  Customer preference will depend on 
creating more value than competition. This extra value is brought about by 
establishing a competitive advantage. 

Corporate performance depends upon customer satisfaction being able to create 
greater value than competition. Therefore, firms need to understand both customers 
and competitors. By understanding competitors, a firm can better predict their 
reaction to any marketing initiative that the firm might make and exploit any 
weaknesses that they might possess.  

Marketing strategy as defined by David Aaker is a process that can allow an 
organisation to focus its resources on the optimal opportunities with the goals of 
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increasing sales and achieving a sustainable competitive advantage. Marketing 
strategy includes all basic and long-term activities in the field of marketing that deals 
with the analysis of the strategic initial situation of an organisation and the 
formulation, evaluation and selection of market-oriented strategies and therefore 
contribute to the goals of the organisation and its marketing objectives.  

The objective of this paper is to create understanding of various competitive 
marketing strategies such as Build, Hold, Niche, Harvest and Divest. Also assessing 
their suitability and conditions for practicing each strategy and strategic focus for 
each.  

Build Objective 

Attractive conditions 

A build objective is suitable in growth markets. Because overall market sales are 
growing, all players can achieve higher sales. But in a mature market (no growth), 
increase in sales of one player has to be at the expense of completion (zero sum 
game). 

In growth markets, market growth will help fill capacity without recourse to the 
aggressive retaliatory action whereas in mature markets capacity utilization will 
improve only at the expense of competition. 

A build objective makes sense in growth markets because new users are being 
attracted to the product. Since these new users do not have an established brand or 
supplier loyalty, it is logical to invest resources into attracting them to the company’s 
product offering. Provided the product meets their expectations, trial during growth 
phase can lead to the building of goodwill and loyalty as market matures. 

The build objective is also attractive in mature markets where there are exploitable 
competitive weaknesses. A competitor may not be providing adequate service. 
Exploitable competitive weakness allows the creation of a differential advantage. 

A build objective is also attractive when the company has exploitable corporate 
strengths. When taking on a market leader, a necessary condition is adequate 
corporate resources, because the leader will retaliate forcefully. 

Finally the build objective is attractive when experiences curve effects are believed to 
be strong. By building sales faster than competition, a company can achieve the 
position of cost leader. 

Strategic Focus  

A build objective can be achieved by market expansion, winning market share from 
competition, by mergers or acquisitions, and by forming strategic alliances. 

� Market Expansion 

This is brought about by creating new users, or new uses, or by increasing frequency 
of purchase. New users may be found by expanding internationally or by moving to a 
larger target market. New uses can be promoted. Increasing the frequency of use may 
rely upon persuasive communication. For example, a shampoo manufacturer can 
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persuade consumers to use more per occasion or encourage more frequent usage of 
the product. 

� Winning Market Share 

This indicates going market share at the expense of competition. Principles of 
offensive warfare apply in this case (Kotler and Singh, 1981). These are to consider 
the strength of the leader’s position, to find a weakness in the leader’s strength and 
attack at that point.                

i. Frontal Attack 

This involves the challenger taking on the defender head on. The challenger attacks 
the main market of the market leader by launching a product with similar or superior 
marketing mix. The marketing leader gets most of its revenues and profits from this 
market segment.  If the defender is a market leader, the success of challenger depends 
on a clear and sustainable competitive advantage. If the advantage is based on cost 
leadership, this will support a low price strategy to fight the market leader. A distinct 
differential advantage possessed by the challenger provides basis for customer value 
by which customers can be enticed.  Second, the challenger should match the leader in 
other activities. Third, success is more likely if there iss some restriction on the 
leader’s ability to retaliate.  Restrictions include patent protection, pride, 
technological lead times and cost of retaliation. Where a differential advantage or cost 
leadership is supported by patent protection, imitation by market leader will be 
difficult. Pride may hamper retaliation. The market leader refuses to imitate because 
to do so would admit that the challenger has outsmarted the leader. Where the 
challenge is based upon technological innovation, it may take time to put in place the 
new technology. Retaliation may also be difficult because of the prohibitive costs 
involved. The risks of damaging brand image and lowering profit margins may also 
deter the market leader from responding to price challenges. 

Finally, the challenger needs adequate resources to withstand the battle that will take 
place should the leader retaliate. Sustainability is necessary to stretch the leader’s 
capability to respond. The challenger should understand that the entrenched player 
will fight hard and long. The challenger should have the will and resources to engage 
the market leader in long battle for market supremacy (Porter, 1985). 

ii.  Flanking Attack                       
Flanking attack involves attacking unguarded or weakly guarded grounds. It means 
attacking geographical areas or market segments where the defender is poorly 
represented. The market does not consider the segment lucrative and allows the initial 
incursion. The attack by Japanese companies in the US car market was a flanking 
attack. The Japanese attacked the small car segment, from which they expanded into 
other segments. Mars attacked Unilever’s Wall’s ice cream by launching a range of 
premium brands. Unilever’s response was to launch a range of premium brands 
themselves and to defend their shop vigorously. Unilever entered into exclusivity 
deals with retailers which prevented competitor’s from selling their products in shops 
which sold Wall’s ice-creams, and freezer exclusivity prevented competition from 
placing their ice cream in Unilever supplied freezer cabinets. 
The advantage of a flanking attack is that it does not provoke the same kind of 
response as a head on confrontation. Since the defender is not challenged in its main 
market segment, there is a chance that it will ignore the challenger’s initial success. If 
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the defender dallies too long, the flank segment can be used as a beach head from 
which to attack the defender in its major markets.          
iii.  Encirclement Attack 

It involves attacking the defender from all sides. Every market segment is hit with 
every combination of product features and prices to completely encircle the defender. 
An example is Seiko which produces over 2000 designs of watches for market 
worldwide. They cover everything the customer might want in terms of fashion and 
features. A variant of this approach is to cut off supplies to the defender, by acquiring 
major supply companies. 
iv. Bypass Attack 

This attack involves circumventing the defender’s position. The attacker changes the 
rules of the game, usually through technological leap-frogging. The company can 
revert to making a simpler product with very low prices or it can incorporate a new 
technology in its product which enhances the value of the product by a big margin. A 
bypass attack can also be accomplished. 

v. Guerilla Attack 
The attacker hurts the defender by pin-pricks rather than blows. Underdogs can make 
life uncomfortable for its stronger rivals. Unpredictable price discounts, sales 
promotions or heavy advertising in a few segments and regions are some tactics that 
attackers can use. 
Guerilla tactics may be the only feasible option for a small company facing a larger 
competitor. Such tactics allow the small company to make its presence felt without 
dangers of a full frontal attack are difficult to defend against. But such tactics run the 
risk of incurring the wrath of the defender who may choose to retaliate with full 
frontal attack if sufficiently provoked. 

� Mergers or Acquisitions 
Build objectives can be achieved by merging with, or acquiring competitors. By 
joining forces, costly marketing battles can be avoided and synergies may be gained 
in various departments such as purchasing, production, financial, marketing and 
R&D. A merger can facilitate scale of operations that may be required by the firm to 
operate as an international force in the market. Mergers and acquisitions give an 
immediate sales boost and when the players operate in the same market, an increase in 
market share. 
Mergers are risky especially when they involve parties from different countries. 
Differences in culture, language, business practices and problems associated with 
restructuring may cause terminal strains. 

� Forming Strategic Alliance 
A company can build through strategic alliances. The aim is to create a long term 
competitive advantage for the partners, often on a global scale. The partners can 
collaborate by means of a joint venture, licensing agreements, long term purchasing 
and supply arrangements or joint R&D programmes. Strategic Alliances maintain a 
degree of flexibility not apparent with merger or acquisition. By strategic alliances, 
partners can share the product development costs and risks. 
Through strategic alliances access to new markets and distribution channels can be 
achieved time to market reduced, product gaps filled and product lines widened. A 
strategic alliance can be the initial stage to a merger or acquisition, allowing each 
party to assess their abilities to work together effectively. 
There should be desire and ability to learn from alliance partners. The risk in any form 
of strategic alliance is that the alliance can leak technological and core capabilities to 
the partner, thereby giving away important competitive information. Thus one way 
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transfer of skills should be avoided by building barriers to capability seepage. Core 
competencies should be protected at all costs. This is easier when a company has few 
alliances, or when only a limited part of organisation is involved in the alliance, or 
when relationships built up in the alliance are stable. 

Hold Objective 

Hold objectives involve defending a company’s current position against imminent 
competition. The principles of defensive warfare are relevant i.e. strong competitive 
moves should always be blocked. 

Attractive Conditions 

The classic situation where a hold objective makes strategic sense is for a market 
leader in a mature or declining market. This is the standard cash cow position. By 
holding on to market leadership, a product should generate positive cash flows which 
can be used elsewhere in the company to build other products. Holding on to market 
leadership makes sense because brand leaders enjoy the marketing benefits of 
bargaining power with distribution channel members and brand image, as well as 
enjoying experience curve effects that reduce costs. In a 

Case Study: The FMCG Industry in India 

ITC has become a strong competitor in the FMCG market in India, giving stiff 
competition to Hindustan Unilever Ltd. (HUL) and Procter and Gamble (P&G). Its 
distribution is more intensive than HUL in urban and rural markets. One of the main 
reasons for this has been the existing strong distribution structure of ITC for its 
cigarettes. Despite being a very late entrant in the Indian market, the company is now 
posing a serious threat to several well established FMCG brands in the market. Paan 
shops and kiosks have been the mainstay of ITC’s distribution network, which 
remains unmatched by any competitor. ITC has also been able to match the price 
points offered by HUL. 

Consumer promotion, instead of trade promotion has dominated ITC’s strategy. It 
creates a strong pull for its brands, so that a customer becomes loyal to the brand. 
Since the customer only prefers its brand, the retailer is forced to stack it. The 
company generally does not play on dealer margins due to its pull strategy. However, 
HUL is a strong contender and continues to pose stiff opposition to ITC’s brands.  For 
instance, P&G was not able to establish its shampoo brands like Pantene and Head 
and Shoulders very easily in the Indian market, and reintroduce it due to price 
pressures imposed by HUL. However, with ITC, HUL may be facing a different kind 
of competitor—one who is used to Indian market conditions, and has a huge financial 
muscle with an established strong distribution network which is crucial for the success 
of FMCG brands.  

declining market, maintaining market leadership may result in the company becoming 
a virtual monopolist as weaker competitors withdraw. Second situations where the 
costs of attempting to build sales and market share outweigh the benefits are when 
there are aggressive rivals who would respond strongly if attacked. It may then be 
prudent to be content with the status quo and avoid actions that are likely to provoke 
competition. 
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Strategic Focus 

A hold objective may be achieved by monitoring competition or by confronting the 
competition. 

� Monitoring the Competition 

When there is competitive stability, everyone is playing the good competitor’s game, 
content with what they have and no one is willing to destabilize the industry structure. 
Monitoring is necessary to check that there are no significant changes in competitor 
behaviour but beyond that no change in the strategy is required. 

� Confronting the Competition 

Rivalry is more pronounces among existing players since the product is in the 
maturity or the decline stage. Strategic action may be required to defend sales and 
market share from aggressive challenges (Kotler and Singh, 1981). 

i. Position Defence 

Position defence involves building fortification around one’s existing territory, which 
translates into building fortification around existing products. The company has a 
good product which is priced competitively and promoted effectively. This will work 
if products have differential advantages that are not easily copied. Brand and 
reputation may provide strong defence. But this strategy can be dangerous. The 
customers’ needs or the underlying technologies of the product may have changed but 
the company may refuse to change track fearing that it will damage its current 
positioning and reputation. 

ii.  Flanking Defence 
Flanking defence is defending a hitherto unprotected market segment, because it will 
provide a beach head for new entrants to gain experience in the market and attack the 
main market later. It makes sense for a defender to compete by launching a suitable 
offering in a segment that is unattractive in the short run, if it helps to avoid or slow 
down competitive inroads. But if this effort is half hearted, it will not help. Failure to 
defend an emerging market segment may be dangerous later as competitors will 
entrench themselves in the unprotected segment. 

iii.  Preemptive Defence 
Attack first: This involves continuous innovation and new product development. The 
defender proactively defends its turf by adopting such measures. This may dissuade a 
would-be attacker. 
Counter offensive defence: In head on counter- attacks, a defender matches or 
exceeds what the attacker has done. This may involve heavy price cutting or 
promotion expenditure. This may be costly but may be justified to deter a persistent 
attacker. A counter-attack may be based on innovation. Hitting the attacker’s cash 
cow strikes at the attacker’s resource supply line. 
Encircle the attacker: The defender launches brands to compete directly against 
attacker’s brands. 
Mobile defence: When a company’s major market is under threat, a mobile defence 
makes strategic sense. The two options in a mobile defence are diversification and 
market broadening. Diversification involves attempts to serve a different market with 
a different product. The company will have to check if it has the competencies to 
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serve the new market effectively. Market broadening involves broadening the 
business definition. In the face of declining cinema audiences, film companies 
redefined their business as entertainment providers rather than film makers and 
moved into TV, magazines, gambling, etc. 
Strategic withdrawal: The defender defines its strengths and weaknesses, and then 
holds on to its strengths while divesting its weak businesses. The company therefore 
concentrates on its core business. A strategic withdrawal allows a company to focus 
on its core competencies. This is often required when diversification has resulted in 
too wide a spread of activities away from what it does well. 
Niche Objective   
The company may pursue a small market or even a segment within a segment. Such a 
strategy may avoid competition with companies which are serving the major market 
segments. But if the niche is successful, large competitors are attracted into the 
segment. 
Attractive Segment 
Niching may be the only feasible objective for companies with small budgets and 
where strong competitors are dominating the main segment. But there should be 
pockets within the market that provide the opportunity for profitable operations and in 
which competitive advantage can be created. These conditions apply when major 
players are underserving a particular group of customers as they attempt to meet the 
needs of majority of customers, and where market niche is too small to be of interest 
to them. 
Strategic Focus 
A strategic tool for nicher is market segmentation. They should serve for the 
underserved segments that may provide profitable opportunities. The choice of the 
segment will depend upon the attractiveness of the niche and the capability of the 
company a chance to make effective use of limited resources (Hemmermesh et. al., 
1978). The emphasis should be on creating and sustaining a differential advantage 
through intimately understanding the needs of the customer group and focussing 
attention on satisfying those needs better than competition. Niche operators should be 
wary of pursuing growth strategies by broadening the customer base. This will lead to 
the blurring of differential advantage upon which their success has been built. Niche 
companies’ trade on exclusivity and to broaden their market base would run the risk 
of diluting their differential advantage. Nichers consciously think small, eschewing 
unsustainable growth in favour of profitability. The emphasis is on high margins and 
not high volume. 
Harvest Objective    
Harvest strategy attempts to improve unit profit margins even if the result is falling 
sales. Although sales are falling, the aim is to make the company or product extremely 
profitable in the short term generating large positive cash flows that can be used 
elsewhere in business.  
Attractive Conditions 
Also-ran products or companies in mature declining markets are the prime targets for 
harvest strategies, since they lose money or earn very little and take up valuable 
management time and resources. Harvesting can move them to a profitable stance and 
reduce management attention to minimum. In growth markets harvesting makes sense 
where the costs of building or holding exceed the benefits. The problem children or 
products that have little long term potential can be harvested. Harvesting is attractive 
if a core of loyal customers exists, which means that sales decline to a stable level. A 
final attractive condition is where future breadwinners exist in the company and they 
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need resources which will come from harvesting products or businesses within a 
company. But harvesting a one product company is likely to lead to its demise. 
Strategic Focus  
Harvesting involves eliminating R&D and marketing expenditure. Only the very 
essential expenditures are incurred. The only product change that will be 
contemplated is reformulation that reduces raw materials and manufacturing costs. 
Rationalization of product line to one or a few top sellers cuts costs by eliminating 
expensive product variants. Marketing support is reduced by slashing advertising and 
promotional budgets while every opportunity is taken to increase price. 
Continued harvesting will make the business very weak and eventually unviable. The 
company has to make a decision as to when it should stop harvesting and sell the 
business. It is never a good idea to persist harvesting for such a long time that no 
buyer finds anything worthwhile left in the business. 
Divest Objective 
A company may decide to divest itself from a SBU or a product. It stems the flow of 
cash to poorly performing area of its business. 
Attractive Conditions 
Divestment is associated with los making products or businesses that are a drain on 
both financial and managerial resources, or it is judged that costs of turnaround 
exceeds benefits. Also-rans in the growth phase may be divested, sometimes after 
harvesting has run its full course. But care must be taken to examine interrelationships 
within corporate portfolios. For instance, if a product is making a loss, it would still 
be worthwhile supporting, if its removal would adversely affect sales of other 
products in the company as the less profitable product complements the more 
profitable product. In some industrial markets, customers expect a supplier to provide 
a full range of products. Therefore, even though some products may not be profitable, 
sales of the whole range may be affected if the loss making products are dropped.  
Strategic Focus 
Because of a drain on profits and cash flows, focus should be to get out quickly so as 
minimizing costs. If a buyer can be found then some return may be realized. If not, 
the product will be withdrawn.  
A company may continue to harvest one of its businesses and sap all vitality from it. 
Such a business will not be attractive to buyers and will not fetch a good price. A 
company should act fast once it decides that it has to get rid of a business and sell it 
when it is still in a viable shape. It should look for a buyer in whose portfolio the 
business will fit well. Such a buyer will always be willing to pay more as it will try to 
salvage and grow the business rather use it earn some money by selling to some other 
party. A company should avoid the situation when its divestment is seen as a 
desperate sale. It will fetch less money and lot of disrepute. 
Conclusion 
Success is achieved by choosing a standard strategy and following it. Below average 
performance is associated with failure to achieve any of the standard strategies. The 
result is no competitive advantage, a stuck in the middle position that results in lower 
performance. 
Firms need to understand the generic basis of their success and resists temptations to 
blur their strategies by making inconsistent moves. No frills cost leader should be 
wary of the pitfalls of moving to a higher cost base. A focus strategy involves limiting 
sales volume. Once domination of a particular target segment has been achieved by 
the company that has adopted the focus strategy, there may be temptation to move 
into other segments in order to achieve growth with the same competitive advantage. 
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This can be a mistake if new segments do not value the firm’s competitive advantage 
in the same way. 
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